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ELEMENTARY ART TEACHING IN THE 
LABORATORY SCHOOL. 

II. 

IN a public village school in which all classes were mingled 
the critical attitude did not develop until about eleven. The 
best work was produced by children of high-grade mechanics. 
The members of the Laboratory were at first hampered because 
of a lack of inherited tendency to manual dexterity. 

In comparing the Laboratory and the public school it was 
noticeable that the village children had a greater number of 
visual images than those living in the city. The result of the 
first year's work averaged better in the village school than in 
the Laboratory. At the end of four years in the former there 
was not enough difference between the work done by the second 
and third grades and that by the seventh and eighth. On the 
other hand, a very definite step was shown between the work of 
the different groups in the Laboratory. While there are not 
enough data on which to base positive conclusions, 

.a general 
knowledge of conditions would lead to the assumption that the 
results in the village school are due to a lack of initiative and of 
original thinking. Dictation and imitation are too large a part 
of the method employed in daily work. It is also difficult to give 
art its proper function as the expression of the life of the child 
when his other work is so formulated that it does not give him 
any real living experiences. 

The adult is apt to expect too much of one who is expressing 
himself for the first time in pictorial language. The person who 
demands a visible and immediate quid pro quo is apt to establish 
a false standard. Results are obtained by means of methods 
which put a deadlock on development. The fact becomes appar- 
ent when after a few years of precocious results normal progress 
suddenly stops. A child who ekpresses himself at all necessarily 
makes use of all the visual symbols. These images are, of course, 
crude. A tree is interpreted as a straight line drawn upward 
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from the ground. The branches are extended horizontally from 
the trunk in regular and symmetrical order. The child's first 
need is to acquire a large number of generalized images. Then 
he must be encouraged to use them. As he uses them, the 
teacher must lead him to make them more specific and individual- 
ized. The danger of uncontrolled self-expression was men- 
tioned. If, as in case of the tree, this first crude symbol is 

repeatedly expressed, a false and conventional idea will become 
fixed in the mind. It is important that the first concept should 
at once be enlarged by a more definite knowledge, not only of 
the appearance of the tree itself, but of its relation to the 
landscape. At six the individual will be able to express the 
distinction between the form of a poplar and of an oak. He will 
also make the discovery that the tree which is near to him is 

larger than the one more-distant. To bring these facts to con- 
sciousness, and to give the power to express them, are a part 
of what' may be termed the beginnings of technical training. 
While impressions must be corrected, on the other hand there 
is not sufficient interest in the formal side of things to draw 
a tree just for the sake of learning how. There is always some 
ulterior motive. 

To gain freedom of expression, it is necessary to adopt ma- 
terials which yield most readily to direction. Colored chalk, 
charcoal, and water color are most commonly and successfully 
employed for this purpose. Beyond the kindergarten clay has 
been used but little, and tradition seems to confine it to the pro- 
duction of subjects much too trivial for the child of eight or 
nine. Plastic art is one of the universal forms of expression. 
The potter's craft has its beginnings in primitive conditions, 
and its development shows the evolutionary stages of the race. 
It therefore has a value as handcraft, as reinforcement of his- 

tory, and as an aesthetic expression. While, on the one hand, 
the sculptor's art serves man's material needs, on the other, it 

expresses his spiritual emotion. Because of this universality it 
seems to contain processes which will satisfy the growing child. 
In my experience it is certain that he can in no dther medium 
reach the same standard of technique as in clay. Its concreteness 
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serves to give definite ideas to the vague mind and to wake up 
the sleepy one. It responds readily to various impulses. It is 
also capable of prolonged and painstaking manipulation. During 
one year it was used in groups ranging from six to twelve years 
of age, and the reaction of each class was noted. In every case 
the work began with creative effort. The subjects developed 
largely from the other studies of the group. Attention and 
interest were sustained, though many of the first productions 
required about six hours, distributed through a period of three 
weeks. The technique was about two years in advance of any- 
thing produced in the "flat." 

Methods must be adjusted to the three stages of development 
-motor, visual, wasthetic. Of course, the aim of all instruction 
is to hasten the transition from the lower to the higher plane of 
consciousness, but it can be done only by working out from the 
known to the unknown. Early instruction must be formulated 
on the motor basis. It seems best to begin with the concrete 
medium, clay. This calls into use the natural method of gaining 
experience by a sense of touch. In developing a lesson in form 
the six-year-old child with eyes closed feels of the object, and 
notes its points of conformity to and difference from the type. 
Characteristics are intensified by contrast. It is only in this 
way that the type solids are used. Interests are then special 
rather than general. In representing fruits and vegetables of 
the farm, the farm animals, the farmer himself-subjects in 
which school life have created an interes~t, and which the youth- 
ful mind has individualized-he learns as much about the type- 
forms indirectly as if he were studying them directly. The 
advantage of this method is that he is gaining an art-experience 
rather than mastering a mechanical exercise. As soon as he can 
express the form in clay, he learns to translate from the round 
into the "flat." There is continual alternation between clay and 
color and charcoal. One of the first technical difficulties is that the 
child does not know how to express on the flat surface the sensa- 
tions gained by touch. Motor exercises, such as repeating in 
the air the motion made in feeling of the surface of the object, 
are a help in making the co-ordination. With older students 
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such an exercise, which in itself may serve to create a motor 
image, intensifies the visual impression. Clay is used in the 
first figure work.. A wire frame is given the child, and, after 
dramatizing the action which he intends to represent, he bends 
the wires into the same position, and they are nailed to a board. 
In accordance with this method the six-year-old classes have 
represented the farmer sowing, carrying the grain to the mill, 
etc. It is an easy matter in the next step to-draw the frame on 
the board and "build the clay" over it in the form of a mass of 
chalk. This latter is practically the old method of making stick 
figures, and seems especially adapted to the motor period. 

A motor experience such as walking from tree to tree is one 
of the best methods of developing space concepts of landscape. 
To correct the tendency to make objects in the foreground very 
small, so that pictures look like maps or bird's-eye views, a motor 
experiment is necessary. In such an experiment performed out 
of doors a child stands directly in front of the class, and attention 
is called to the amount of distance which he covers up. As he 
walks away, they realize that he seems to "fold up." After 
establishing the fact that on level ground the observer is as tall 
as the horizon, there is a motor basis for comparison. The house 
in the foreground must be large enough to enter. The tree must 
be tall enough to climb. These experiments are the means of 
correcting the original expression, and, as development pro- 
gresses, they constitute an ever-widening technical interval. 

The number of visual interests is greatly increased by utilizing 
the play spirit. Visualizing exercises in the form of memory 
games are helpful. Some of these games involve the retention 
of a succession of form and color images. When objects are 
placed before the members of a class, they will look once, and 
then will draw from the first impression. The gain in the memory 
work consists in obtaining a momentary concentration. All chil- 
dren show an early tendency to pictorial expression, but unless the 
impulse is carefully encouraged it disappears. This is undoubt- 
edly due to the fact that the technical training has not kept pace 
with the general mental development. This was the cause of 
the disgust for art manifested by the older students during the 
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initial year of the work. Later classes, which have begun at six 
and have been normally developed, at nine are quite fearless in 
undertaking to express themselves. In view of a general change 
of attitude which appears at about this time, it seems necessary 
rapidly to increase the technical power, and to give work which 
arouses all the physical energy. Clay is especially adapted to this 
purpose. A class once spent twenty-four hours, or three months, 
in making copies of Barye's animals. This desire to reproduce 
the work of others followed rather pretentious efforts in original 
clay composition. There seems to be a natural tendency to 
vibrate between creative work and more conscious technical 
effort, the latter interest growing out of the former. 

The most difficult questions relate to the method in aesthetic 
training. I feel that educators are only on the threshhold of this 
subject. I wish to express here my personal indebtedness to 
Mr. Arthur Dow. He has made clear the fundamental principles 
which unify all forms of artistic expression. It has been with 
these in mind that I have watched the development of interests 

during the last two years. If aesthetic training is to be brought 
to bear upon the child, like technique it must be adjusted to the 
level of consciousness. During the period when there is only 
an unconscious instinct there should certainly be no formulation 
of principles. Development should progress through the uncon- 
scious exercise of artistic judgment. The furnishing of the 

kindergarten playhouse, the arrangement of a seed collection, 
the dressing of a doll, modeling of a sand table, the construction 
of a sled-all afford opportunity for consideration of beauty. 
The weaving of a rug includes the choice of colors, the propor- 
tion of stripes, or the arrangement of a more complicated design. 
This work creates the idea of a surface decorated by lines and 
colors. As he reaches the age when he likes to formulate his 

experiences, it is an easy matter to lead the child to see that there 
is something in common between his rugs and the freely expressed 
picture. The crafts movement, a factor for either great artistic 

good or evil, must be utilized. A sense of structural beauty, in 
which material and form express adaptation to use, are the foun- 
dation stones of aesthetic and ethical development. 
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There is no reason why this should not begin even in the 
kindergarten. The habit of using one material in imitation of 
another, and materials which are so flimsy that they will not serve 
the purpose for which they are intended, begins the establishment 
of a false standard, which reaches its logical culmination in the 
tawdry imitations of the modern department store. It was a 
pleasure to find in a recent exhibit specimens of kindergarten 
furniture made out of cigar-box wood, instead of the traditional 
cardboard and paper. These pieces had a substantial appearance 
and a look of reality that must have given satisfaction even to an 
infant mind. When a child reaches an intellectual development 
where he can manipulate a Navajo loom, he can certainly be led 
to realize as a concrete problem that it is necessary that within. a 
certain space there should be a principal color-thought, and that 
in order to gain this end one set of colors must be subordinated to 
another. To allow him to exercise a savage taste, without any 
effort to bring higher standards to bear upon him, would be 
equally as criminal as to make him draw abstract designs when 
he is not ready for them. 

Aesthetic growth must proceed through the reaction in expres- 
sion and through the influence of art masterpieces. These are 
of value in two ways: first, they become an expression of the 
child himself by presenting an idealization of his own emotions; 
secondly, they furnish technical standards. It is only that which 
corresponds to or idealizes the world we see or know which is 
beautiful to us. The corollary of Browning's oft-quoted lines 
is that we do not love seeing painted things that do not awake 
within ourselves the echo of any corresponding experience. When 
we use the term "experience," of course the imagination must be 
included as one of its sources. Selection must be made from 
those works which the child can interpret. It would seem 
natural to find these among the works of races of corresponding 
development. The simple technique and dramatic action of Egyp- 
tian and Assyrian sculpture always awaken a response from 
children. The designs of primitive races are vibrant with strong 
and beautiful color. Such art-expressions as these should be 
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held before the child as representing the ideals of which his 
attempts are faint echoes. If art is to be of value in his life, 
these ideals must move on before him-a guiding star, ever 
receding as he advances to the fulness of his moral and intellectual 
growth. 

LILLIAN S. CUSHMAN. 
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 

Laboratory School. 
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